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S oftware for digital media postproduction is 
now pretty much a three-horse race with a 
couple of excellent but relatively unknown 
products bringing up the rear. Mirroring the 

development path of DAWs, complete systems that 
would have had a sticker price in line 
with a Porsche 911 Carrera are now 
well below £10,000. Even three years 
ago, the then-market leader was able 
to command a premium price for its 
editing software and there was a nice, 
tidy, layered market.

Then the applecart was well and 
truly upset. Final Cut Studio, a complete 
suite of software, running on an 
off-the-shelf computer, which 
could be used for everything from feature films to 
weddings, was introduced by Apple at a price of less 
than £1,000. It was not especially remarkable in itself 
since Adobe had offered a similar but more expensive 
bundle for some time; despite this, Avid had had the 
film and broadcast TV markets pretty much to itself. 
Apple aimed high and Final Cut Pro’s credibility was 
established swiftly on box office feature films and with 
big broadcasters, such as the BBC. The tactics worked 
and Apple has gained a significant share of the market 
by any measure. It is more than two years since the 
Final Cut Studio suite was last updated, so this new 
version has been hotly anticipated.

To the disappointment of some, and on the basis 
of the ‘If it ain’t broke’ maxim, most of the changes 
are incremental rather than revolutionary. The biggest 
improvements are in the somewhat unglamorous 
areas of codecs and improved efficiencies. Three 
new versions of the Apple ProRes codec have been 
added to the original pair. Two are lower-resolution 
versions for off-lining with proxies and low-end 
broadcast; the other is a souped-up job, ProRes 4444, 
for compositing and high-end finishing workflows. 
The scary part is just how good the new and much 
more compact ProRes 422LT looks when up against 
the original material and the resource-hungry ProRes 
4444. These codecs and Compressor can use as many 
cores as are available.

In order to take advantage of the new ProRes 422 

proxy codec for a proxy workflow on, say, a Macbook 
Pro, with the original conformed later for output, you 
will need Final Cut Server 1.5. At the same price 
as Final Cut Studio, FCServer may seem expensive 
at first glance, but it does a lot more than enable 

proxy workflow, and you now 
get unlimited client licenses. This 
is a full-blown, cross-platform, 
server-client asset management 
system, and its nearest true rival 
weighs in at a five-figure sum. 
FCS will catalogue all your assets 
and group them according to 
rules you define. It facilitates 

collaboration by keeping 
track of updated versions 

with check-in/check-out facilities and managing 
permissions. One copy of the software can organise a 
lone freelancer with a lot of concurrent 
projects or an entire facilities house. 
Automatic transcoding and email 
notifications are just the start. All of 
this is just as applicable to sound-only 
workflows — or CAD files, for that 
matter — as it is to video production. 
You could think of it as iTunes on 
steroids.

Unfortunately, I wasn’t able 
to obtain the new version in time 
for this article; however, the headline improvements 
are support for the new ProRes codecs, plus general 
speed and productivity enhancements. It’s worth 
noting that you will need some database and scripting 
skills to derive the maximum benefits from FCServer.

Returning to Final Cut Studio, Compressor, the 
output and conversion application, has been integrated 
to a much greater extent — to the point where you 
can publish to a wide variety of formats from within 
Final Cut Pro without even opening Compressor itself. 
Compression takes place in the background, so you 
can continue working. As you would expect, support 
for various new ingest formats has been added 
and various tools such as Speed Change have been 
improved considerably. It may sound like a small 
thing but the Timecode window can now be as big 

as you like. This can be useful to keep the client from 
constantly looking over your shoulder.

If you have a red-hot broadband connection, the 
new iChat Theater is a great way of video conferencing 
with a client to discuss work in progress. The edit can 
be seen in real-time while the project is discussed.

Motion, the 3D compositing component, has been 
spruced up with things that really should have been 
there all along, such as shadows, depth of focus, and 
credit roll tools. With this round of improvements, 
Motion is now a serious rival to After Effects for most 
purposes.

The elephant in the room is Blu-ray authoring. 
Although you can now burn a simple Blu-ray, Apple’s 
excellent DVD Studio Pro authoring application still 
cannot handle Blu-ray.

Sound has not been forgotten, however. While 
Avid assumes you will use Pro Tools and Adobe 
have dumbed down with just Soundbooth included 
and Audition only available for PC and at extra cost, 
Apple has refined and enhanced Final Cut Studio’s 
audio application, Sound Studio Pro. Some people 
criticise it for being too simplistic, and, from a music 
perspective, that may well be true, but Apple has 
Logic for that. I see Sound Studio Pro as perhaps 
the only proper sound editing and mixing software 
intended specifically for sound-for-picture purposes, 
and this is its great virtue. It covers the gamut, from 
non-sound people who need all the help they can 
get, using the likes of the new ‘Lift and Stamp’ Voice 
Level Match tool, right the way through to multistem, 
multichannel mixing.

Memory footprint has been reduced considerably, 
but the real improvements are all about productivity. 
There is more drag-and-drop file functionality, 
such as re-ordering channels, and new navigation 
tools, time-stretch tools, and much enhanced noise 
reduction. This now works quite effectively on real-
world tracks, unlike the previous version. There 
is even a spectrum view where basic time and 
frequency domain editing can be performed. It’s 
no substitute for Cedar Retouch, but will be useful 
on occasion. There are three Apple time-stretch 
algorithms and native support for third-party plug-
ins, including iZotope Radius, SoundToys Speed, 
and Serato Pitch ’n’ Time. You can switch algorithms 
rapidly to select the best one for the material.

Third-party controller support 
has been enhanced with the 
Euphonix Artist series at the fore. 
Less obvious, but very welcome, 
is the ability to read the iXML 
metadata written by certain 
location recorders.

Sound Studio Pro is now a 
realistic alternative to a ‘big gun’ 

DAW for sound editing 
and mixing. If you really 

need more comprehensive audio facilities with MIDI 
sequencing, then Apple will point you at Logic.

Best of all, Final Cut Studio’s price has dropped to 
£695(+ VAT) —- a £217 (+ VAT) upgrade from any 
previous version. n

PROs heavyweight applications; becoming 
more open; excellent codecs.

ingested material requires transcoding 
for best results; interface sometimes 
quirky; no proper Blu-ray authoring.
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Apple Final Cut Studio
Apple’s Final Cut Studio suite receives an incremental boost in the digital media 
postproduction dominance race. ROB JAMES provides the running commentary.




